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Background

API 1509 Appendix R outlines the API guidelines for Use of a Single 
Technology Matrix (STM) as an extension of the standard BOI/VGRA 
guidelines included in Appendices E and F

Currently, STMs are allowed for Seq IIIF, IIIF-HD, Seq IIIG and Seq IIIGA 
engine tests.  It is important to remember that the Seq IIIG is often the only 
engine test required to qualify new base oils.

Once a sufficient number of engine tests have been run on chosen 
formulations, the STM approach allows formulation qualification using base 
oil properties alone.
 i.e. no further engine testing required

The benefits of using a STM include:
 Facilitates timeliness of qualification programs
 Minimizes qualification program costs
 Allows for quick response to base stock shortages



Today

ILSAC GF-5 has provided the industry ample opportunity to observe how 
STMs are built, employed and used in practice

The refinery landscape is changing and new base oils are being introduced 

As we approach ILSAC GF-6 and PC-11, it is important to revisit the STM 
Guidelines to determine their appropriateness for continued use

Afton believes that the Appendix R STM Guidelines, as currently defined 
and practiced, require strengthening if use in future categories is desired
 We presented our initial thoughts to the API BOI/VGRA TF on September 18 
 We would like the help of the Task Force to address these concerns



Next Steps

Afton has asked the API BOI/VGRA TF to convene a workgroup to review 
and develop recommendations for strengthening the STM Guidelines

Afton is developing a strawman revision of the STM Guidelines for the API 
BOI/VGRA TF workgroup to consider

We wanted to alert the API Lubricants Group to this effort in the event that 
members are considering the use of Single Technology Matrices for tests 
being developed for ILSAC GF-6/API S? and PC-11/API C??

Thank you for your time.  We welcome your input and suggestions.


